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Foreword
Dear readers,
It's a wonder I haven't abandoned all my ideals, they seem so absurd
and impractical. Yet I cling to them because I still believe, in spite
of everything, that people are truly good at heart. (Anne Frank, 15th
June 1944)
Anne Frank expressed this hope in her diary at the age of fifteen, a couple
of weeks before her arrest in Amsterdam. She, her mother Edith and her
sister Margot did not survive the Holocaust. They represent the millions
of victims of National Socialism and are a reminder to us to hold on to the
values of democracy and freedom in Germany and in Europe.
Time has passed since these historical events of the last century. For the
Anne Frank Zentrum, it is both a duty and a desire to encourage
engagement with the past and discuss its importance for the present.
The Anne Frank Zentrum was founded in 1994 as an initiative by dedicated
people from East and West Berlin who wanted to use the exhibition and
its concomitant projects to stimulate a dialogue about history. The Anne
Frank Exhibition initially toured around six districts of Berlin before
visiting other towns and cities in Germany. The ideas and commitment of
many volunteers have shaped and continue to shape the exhibition work.
More than twenty years after the Anne Frank Zentrum was founded,
dealing with the Holocaust and helping young people to find a connection
between the past and the future remains relevant: »I want to personally
be able to make a change locally«, said the Anne Frank Ambassador Lisa
Seifert in an interview in the summer of 2015. Like many other young
people, she acted as a guide around one of the Anne Frank Zentrum’s
travelling exhibitions. This inspired her to start a project with friends to
address discrimination in her local area. Success stories such as this one
show how natural a step it is for many young people to work towards
dealing with current manifestations of discrimination, once they have
explored the history of Anne Frank.
Spreading Anne Frank’s message around the world is also the objective
of the international Anne Frank partner organisations, and they
successfully implement the format for training and supporting the Anne
Frank Ambassadors. The Anne Frank Zentrum will continue on this
path and encourage people to undertake things themselves. We wish all
participants every success!

Ulrich Funk
Chairman of the Anne Frank Zentrum

Ronald Leopold
Director of the Anne Frank House
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remember and engage.
The Anne Frank Zentrum is the German partner organisation of the Anne
Frank House in Amsterdam. The Zentrum commemorates Anne Frank and
her diary with exhibitions and an array of educational programs. It
facilitates learning opportunities in which children and young people can
examine history and link it to the world in which they live today. They
learn how to take on social responsibility, and how to engage with freedom,
equal rights and democracy.
The Anne Frank Zentrum has a permanent exhibition in Berlin and travelling
exhibitions throughout Germany. It implements projects nation-wide
and develops materials for examining the history of National Socialism
and the Holocaust, as well as for dealing with racism, antisemitism
and discrimination today.
The Anne Frank Zentrum is based in Berlin and is a non-profit organisation.
The Zentrum is a recognised youth welfare organisation and member
of the Arbeitskreis deutscher Bildungsstätten (Association of German
Educational Organizations).

Anne Frank
Anne Frank was a Jewish girl from Germany. She was born in Frankfurt am
Main in 1929. When the National Socialists came to power in 1933, she
moved with her family to Amsterdam. She lived there in safety until the
German army occupied the Netherlands during the Second World War.
In 1942, shortly after her 13th birthday, the Frank family went into hiding
to escape persecution. They hid in a building at the back of a courtyard in
the centre of Amsterdam. It is there that Anne Frank wrote her diary.
Two years later, they were arrested and deported to Auschwitz. Anne and
her sister Margot died in the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp shortly
before the end of the war. Otto Frank survived imprisonment in
Auschwitz and in 1947 he published his daughter's records. Today, Anne
Frank’s diary has been translated into more than 70 languages and has
been read by millions of people all over the world.
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Introduction
Dear readers,
the Anne Frank Zentrum has initiated and developed a new strategy that
is characterised by dual goals: to »remember and engage«. This will form
the basis of our activities over the coming five years. Following twenty
years of successful work, we now want to affirm what we hope to achieve
in the future: What are our objectives? What content can we present in a
sincere manner? What are the unique characteristics of our organisation?
How can we reach our target groups?
Many people have contributed to this process. All our employees, as well
as some of our most important partners and sponsors, have had the
opportunity to participate in the process. We would now like to share the
outcomes of this participatory process with you, and invite you to join
us on our journey.
As a partner organisation of the Anne Frank House in Amsterdam, the
Zentrum is the central organisation in Germany that remembers Anne Frank
in educational programs. This brings with it an enormous responsibility.
The Anne Frank Zentrum has developed into an innovative educational
institution that reaches several thousand people each year. Its employees
facilitate an environment for children and young people to think freely
and critically about history, discuss it and draw a link to the world in
which they live today. The diary of Anne Frank acts as the starting point
for this. It deals with identity, discrimination, democratic values and
moral courage. Almost seventy years after it was first published, it has
lost none of its relevance. It encourages young people to be involved in
creating a better world.
This involvement will inform the core activities of the Anne Frank Zentrum
in the coming five years. As peer guides and Anne Frank ambassadors,
young people carry Anne Frank’s history into the present by working
against antisemitism, racism and discrimination and campaigning for
freedom, equal rights and democracy in their local areas. This resonantes
with the words of Anne, that no-one need wait a single moment before
starting to improve the world. (Anne Frank, 26th March 1944)
We hope to have your support along the way.

Patrick Siegele
Director of Anne Frank Zentrum
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OUR OBJECTIVES
Remembering Anne Frank.
Promoting youth engagement.
Combating antisemitism.
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Remembering Anne Frank.
The Anne Frank Zentrum commemorates Anne Frank as a girl whose
story tells us a lot about ourselves. Anne Frank was persecuted and
murdered as a Jew by the National Socialists. She was one of six million
victims of the Holocaust. Much is known about her life story; her diary
contains many details about her life in hiding. There are also family
documents, photos, and the statements of people she knew. These
sources allow us to present Anne Frank’s story and the world in which she
lived in an easily accessible manner. This form of biographical learning
not only enables young people to find out something about the past, but
also about themselves: Who am I? What can I change? What is important
to me? These are only three of many questions that young people ask
themselves when learning about Anne Frank. The Anne Frank Zentrum
supports young people in finding the answers to these questions.

Promoting youth engagement.
The Anne Frank Zentrum supports and encourages young people to
actively participate in shaping society and democracy. This is achieved
by transferring knowledge, enabling participation, strengthening skills
and acknowledging achievements. Young people are actively included in
the work of the Anne Frank Zentrum: as peer guides in the exhibitions
and as Anne Frank ambassadors. They experience self-efficacy and learn
how to use their privileges positively in society. As confident role models,
they inspire other young people both to remember the Holocaust and to
commit themselves to creating an open, democratic society. This discussion
about democratic values and human rights forms the framework of
participation for young people in the Anne Frank Zentrum. Learning about
the history of National Socialism and the Holocaust offers a special
opportunity by showing just how much societal change depends on the
behaviour of individuals, and highlights the danger of societies losing
their humanist values.
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»I know what I want, I have a goal, I have
opinions, a religion and love. If only I can be
myself, I’ll be satisfied! I know that I’m a
woman, a woman with inner strength and a
great deal of courage.« 11th April 1944

Combating antisemitism.
In its education programs, the Anne Frank Zentrum stands for freedom,
democracy and equal rights, and challenges all forms of discrimination.
The commemoration of Anne Frank and the Holocaust forms the centre
of its work. One particular focal point of our work is the subject of
antisemitism – in the past and the present. The aim is to communicate
knowledge and make people aware of the dangers of antisemitism,
present courses of action against antisemitism, and thus support those
affected. In a society shaped by diversity, our education programs
simultaneously provide a link to the experiences of marginalisation and
inequality that children and young people are subject to. Their experiences
are discussed and their diverse and unique identities are embraced and
acknowledged. Our educational work strengthens their self-awareness
and helps to guide them through a complex, pluralistic society.
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OUR METHODS
Learning from and through biographies.
Enabling society.
Shaping diversity.
Networking.
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Learning from and through biographies.
Strengthening identities.
Learning from and through biographies not only entails discussing a
specific life story, but also dealing with one’s own biography. Anne
Frank’s story opens a window to children and young people to the
National Socialist period and the Holocaust - and to themselves. Historical
sources and contemporary witness reports are used as a basis for
communicating knowledge about Anne Frank’s life. This generates
narratives that create reference points for the children and young people
in terms of their own identity and the world in which they live. Due to the
inclusive nature of the educational program, these reference points are
manifold. This involves not only telling the stories of various victims,
but also those of the perpetrators, on-lookers and collaborators. The
Anne Frank Zentrum encourages each individual to think about their
position in society, both in the past and in the present. It provides space
for this and contributes to discussions about people’s own identity, which
then reinforces the young people’s self-awareness and ability to act
independently.

»We’re all searching for happiness; we’re all
leading lives that are different and yet the same.«
6th July 1944

Enabling society. Acting locally.
The Anne Frank Zentrum puts on exhibitions and organises projects
throughout Germany that encourage participation in civil society. The
support and training of locally networked and active people and
organisations is central to this. The Anne Frank Zentrum is a generator
of ideas and sows the seeds for local efforts to promote democracy. It is
important to strengthen dedicated stakeholders to create structures for
democratic coexistence particularly in rural areas. Naturally, this also
includes an examination and critical analysis of local history. We assist
local partners in carrying out their own activities – above and beyond our
projects. We create the foundation for permanent, continuous work and
support our local partners in the long term. Providing support to regional
networks also plays an important role in enabling local efforts.
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Shaping diversity. Breaking down barriers.
The Anne Frank Zentrum is aware that it is implementing its objectives
within a diverse society. Diversity means that each and every individual
participates in society, irrespective of their abilities, background, gender,
sexual orientation, religion, world view or age.
In order to do this justice, the Anne Frank Zentrum ensures its work is
inclusive. The diversity of society is reflected both in its target groups
and in what the Zentrum has to offer. It addresses all children and young
people: no one is excluded. In educational work that recognises
diversity, it is important to identify and dismantle barriers to inclusion
in a self-reflective and critical manner. In this respect, the Anne Frank
Zentrum draws on the support of a wide network of cooperation partners.
However, it also recognises and uses the diversity within its team, and
intends to expand on this in the coming years. A range of perspectives,
abilities and experiences therefore inform the constructive resolution of
societal challenges.
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Anne Frank Haus, Amsterdam (www.annefrank.org)
Anne Frank Trust, London (www.annefrank.org.uk)
Anne Frank Center, New York (www.annefrank.com)
Centro Ana Frank, Buenos Aires (www.centroanafrank.com.ar)
Bildungsstätte Anne Frank, Frankfurt am Main (www.bs-anne-frank.de)
Anne Frank Fonds, Basel (www.annefrank.ch)

Networking. Cooperating.
The Anne Frank Zentrum works together with a number of partners in its
exhibition projects, in joint events with other educational institutions and
in international project alliances. Collaborative ventures bear fruit in
many different ways for the Anne Frank Zentrum, as networks help to
promote work against antisemitism, racism and right-wing extremism in
a way that recognises the work as a task for entire societies. Joint projects
conducted with other educational institutions and civil stakeholders not
only reach more groups, but a more diverse range of target groups.
Networks combine broad fields of expertise and promote the exchange of
experience and knowledge. The international collaboration with the Anne
Frank partner organisations will be stepped up over the coming five
years. Migrant- and minority-led organisations, along with religious
institutions, are important partners in terms of inclusive
work that takes into consideration and acknowledges the diversity of
society. Municipal authorities, universities and schools also help to
implement the educational objectives within the regulatory structures.
The Anne Frank Zentrum sees itself as part of and a communicator of an
integrated strategy for freedom, democracy and civic involvement.
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Operational areas
Exhibition in Berlin.
Anne Frank travelling exhibitions.
Youth network.
Materials and projects.
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»I don't want to have lived in vain [...].
I want to go on living even after my death!«
5th April 1944

Exhibition in Berlin:
a true-to-life presentation of history.
The Anne Frank Zentrum has a permanent exhibition, »Anne Frank. here
and now«, in Berlin. This tells the story of Anne Frank and her diary. The
exhibition links the world in which Anne Frank lived to that of young
people living in Berlin today. This is brought to life with film portraits of
five Berlin-based youth. Just like Anne Frank, they deal with issues of
identity and discrimination, values and participation. School classes and
youth groups are offered guided tours of the exhibition, project days and
workshops that are designed by young adults, the aim of which is to
enter a dialogue about history.
In 2018, the Anne Frank Zentrum will open a new permanent exhibition in
Berlin. As a place of remembrance and learning, it offers various ways of
approaching the story of Anne Frank. Its structure and content is
designed to be as inclusive as possible and is directed at a diverse,
heterogeneous society. The new exhibition will be the only permanent
exhibition on modern history in Berlin that specifically caters for children
and young people. The topics covered by the new exhibition include Anne
Frank and her world-famous diary, the history of her family, her friends
and helpers, the period of National Socialism and the relationship
between the past and the present. The new exhibition not only teaches
young people a lot about Anne Frank and the world in which she lived, it
also offers guidance to young people finding their place in an increasingly
complex world.
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Anne Frank travelling exhibitions:
acting locally throughout Germany.
The Anne Frank Zentrum organises travelling exhibitions throughout
Germany. In collaboration with a local support network comprising
numerous cooperation partners, we create a framework for discussing
the historical and current topics of the local area. The core building block
for each project is the active inclusion of young people, who are trained
as peer guides to accompany other young people around the exhibition.
They communicate facts, answer questions and initiate a dialogue.
This active participation allows the young people to develop many skills;
they learn self-efficacy and receive recognition for their involvement.
Combined with a broad network, this reinforces local democratic
structures and initiates change processes.
A regional framework program ensures that not only children and
young people are involved in the examination of antisemitism, racism and
discrimination, but the general population as well.

Youth network: spreading
Anne Frank’s message around the world.
Working with Anne Frank, her life story and her diary raises awareness
among young people about the dangers of antisemitism, marginalisation
and violence, and empowers them to make use of their position in society.
The Anne Frank Zentrum supports them in this by offering seminars and
training courses that communicate knowledge and the skills needed to
get their own projects up and running.
As recognition for their involvement, the young people are appointed
as Anne Frank ambassadors in an official ceremony. This takes place
annually on 12th June, Anne Frank’s birthday. This day will become
recognised as a day of participation throughout Germany and as a fixed
event in the Anne Frank Zentrum calendar. With their involvement, the
young people become part of an international network supported by the
Anne Frank partner organisations. The Anne Frank Zentrum provides the
content and organisational framework for the young people in Germany,
supports them, and coordinates and promotes the regional and
international network. Young people are thus actively involved in shaping
the work that we do.
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Materials and projects: expert-guided
inspiration for professional practice.
The Anne Frank Zentrum regards itself as a »studio« for contemporary
educational formats. Close to the target groups, the world in which they
live as well as their needs, it develops educational materials and training
courses for examining the history of National Socialism and the Holocaust
and for dealing with antisemitism, racism and discrimination today. New
formats are tested in innovative projects, thus reaching target groups that
are seldom the focus of political educational work.
As an organisation that learns and shares, the Anne Frank Zentrum
participates in historical and political educational conferences or organises
them in conjunction with partners. The Anne Frank Zentrum also hosts
events, such as readings, contemporary witness discussions and film
evenings. These inform remembrance, the dialogue about history, the
transfer of experiences and contribute to forming an opinion about
current educational policy.
The project documentation and materials are made available online for as
many people as possible to profit from the outcomes and experiences
gained from this work. Training courses and workshops are provided for
extracurricular educators and teaching staff, in which concepts and
materials are presented and discussed.
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Our vision in numbers.
2,500

th

June 12

and young people in more than 100 Anne Frank
travelling exhibitions.

will be a national day of participation
for youth involvement against antisemitism, racism and
discrimination.

200,000

300

peer guides will have accompanied children

people will have visited our permanent
exhibition in Berlin, 70,000 of them as part
of educational programs.

Anne Frank Ambassadors

will have implemented
50 local projects and thus have reached more than 10,000 people in
their localities.
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150,000

visitors will have visited our nation-wide
travelling exhibitions, 100,000 of them are children
and young people.

200
With
more than

50

In

2018,

people will be Friends of
the Anne Frank Zentrum.

events,

we will have contributed to the
exchange of expertise and experiences in national
and international networks.

the new permanent exhibition
will open in Berlin as the contemporary learning
facility for history and the present.

young people the international youth
more than

3,000
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network will include from Argentina, the USA, Great
Britain and the Netherlands who are committed to
freedom, democracy and equal rights.

»How wonderful it is that nobody need wait
a single moment before starting to improve the world!«
Anne Frank, 26th March 1944

